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Join the Global Resistance
Independent media is battling against disinformation

By Global Research
Global Research, February 10, 2011
10 February 2011

There  can  be  no  denying  it:  these  are  exciting  times  and  changes  are  unfolding  at
unprecedented  rates.  Few can  claim not  to  have  some knowledge  of  the  widespread
protests that have been rocking Tunisia and Egypt this past month, and indeed the word
“revolution” is on many people’s lips.

We are witnessing large-scale unrest, entire populations who refuse to be exploited and
continue living in poverty at  the hands of  a small  ruling elite,  manipulated by foreign
interests, who prosper while their nations flounder.

Does this pattern sound familiar? This, in fact, describes the undercurrents of populations
not just in faraway countries; the spirit of resistance is bubbling up in our own backyards
and across neighbouring borders.

Here at Global Research, our correspondents and volunteers are devoting a great deal of
time and energy into covering and analyzing the news as it happens. We are exceedingly
grateful  for  their  efforts  and  excited  to  convey  their  research  through  our  websites,  to
ensure  it  reaches  as  many  readers  as  possible.

We know that many of you have been forwarding our articles, posting them to blogs, linking
up through Facebook and Twitter and using various means at your disposal to share this
timely and critical information, and we sincerely thank you for that and encourage you to
increase  your  efforts.  Change  is  coming  and  it  is  crucial  that  we  stay  “in  the  know”,  now
more than ever.

At the same time, we remind our readers that in order to maintain our websites and projects
at Global Research, we rely 100% on the financial support of our readers. All that we do is
entirely thanks to you.

We remind you that our mandate is to deliver articles and videos as broadly as possible,
which is why you will never have to pay to access the information.

To do this, however, we rely entirely on your donations, memberships and book purchases.

If  you have already purchased our books, how about picking up copies for friends and
colleagues? You can make purchases directly through our Shopcart or through Amazon.

And if you are already a member or have donated in the past, we kindly ask that you
consider making another donation at this time. Every amount, great or small, contributes
directly to our operations and ensures that we can be on top of important issues as they
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unfold.

We thank you for your readership and encourage you to visit our Shopcart, Donation page
and Membership  page and find out  how you can help  Global  Research continue to  be  the
reliable source of completely independent news that you have come to rely on.

With appreciation and best wishes,

– The Global Research Team
　

P.S. Did you know that America’s foreign policy and unrest in the Middle East are directly
related to the global economic collapse? Pick up our latest full-length book, The Global
Economic Crisis: The Great Depression of the XXI Century, and explore these timely themes
in-depth. (More info available through Facebook)
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